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Summary — The equation of elastic vibration of a slender body in a supersonic flow
is derived, damping and axial forces being taken into consideration.

A general solution method is proposed, consisting in reducing the original equation
to a Volterra integral equation applying the method of initial parameters. An approxi-
mate solution method is also given. Results of two computation examples of the flutter
velocity are given.

Introduction

THE object of the present paper is to establish linearized equations of
supersonic flow past a deformable slender body with tail and to propose
methods for computing flutter velocity. A preliminary statement of this
problem was given intn. The aerodynamic considerations are based on
the Ref»).

The equation of lateral vibration of the rocket in supersonic flow ob-
tained here has the character of the equation of lateral vibration of a beam
with variable cross-section, with the co-action of axial forces, internal
damping and aerodynamic forces (described by terms of the type of Corio-
lis forces, centrifugal forces and the associated air mass).

A general method for integrating the equation of the problem is pro-
posed. This consists in applying the method of initial parameters and
reducing the original equation to a Volterra integral equation. Then
the critical parameters are determined. Next, approximate solution methods
are given, as well as examples of determining the critical velocity of flutter.

As a result it is shown that if the rocket is designed as an elastically
deformable body, the flutter phenomenon appears. It is shown in addition
that the flutter velocities lie within the limits of flight velocities for average
rockets.

Equation of Vibration of a Slender Body in a Linearized Supersonic Flow

The problem of determining the aerodynamic forces acting on a slender
body in a non-steady state flow was dealt with by many authors. In the
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present paper the relations given by J. W. Miles(2) are used, he showed
that in the case of a linearized potential flow the transversal force acting
per unit length of the body may be expressed by the equation (Fig. 1)

aF DM-,)„U2 	
ax Dr

where Li° is the density of the air, U the air velocity and

0==
Dr Ox

(2.1)

b(x
XVz

-o-

Fla. 1.

For the segment of the rocket without fins

AI = :rcr2(v, ivz) (2.2)

and for the finned segment

r4 r4
M = :7 b2—r2-Hy vy4-ia b2 r2 ; b2 17,( (2.3)

By assuming that the motion takes place in the xy-plane only, we obtain

al' dAax = NU2v  -1-0 U2A(  6v ' 13v \  dx(2.4)
' `° ax -1-at1

where for the segment without fins

A = ar2 (2.5')

for finned segment

(

A = 7r b2—r2+
b2

r4

and

dy  —v - -dy—at ax

(2.5')

(2.6)

Quantities x and  t  are dimensionless related to I and respectively.
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Substituting (2.6) in (2.4) and returning to quantities with dimensions,
we obtain*

aF 62 v 62v 62y
±2u2A u-A 		 —

2 dA ay

	

' A +u 	e0 ax-',9.0- axat '1- -00 at2 N -1-eoudA ay
ax  dx  ax  dx at

(2.7)

The equation of transverse vibration of the rocket has the form

ax2

[

a	 EJ  ax2 +71
ax2 ati+0*(x)A + [P(x t)

62 62y a3y 62y  a

at2 x
y]

ax j ax
a dF

0

(2.8)

where (2*(X) is the density of the rocket,  P(x, t)  the axial force and  ti  the
damping coefficient or, after substituting (2.7)

dx2  EJ ax,-rat +00U-Aa2 + P(x, t) +
62 (  a 3v a3v  v a

a2 y, dA ay , dA ay y
+2 0UA ax at +00u-  dx ax-1-20u dx at ±[go-Ire*(x)]A-57 =0.  (2'9)

with the cross section A expressed according to (2.5).
In the following we shall assume that  P(x, t) =  0, although there is

no essential difficulty in taking the axial force into consideration.
The boundary conditions are

.Y" (0) = (0) = y" (I)= .Y" (1) (2.10)

The presence of fins or a wing introduces a discontinuity of the rocket
cross-section and its derivative with respect to  x  which seriously compli-
cates numerical computations in some cases.

In practical computations the fin effect may be expressed in the form
of a force applied at the centre of pressure of tail and expressed by the
equation

2 y
= a 1 (

at
)+a.2  +it3+

Ot2x-x.x-x. x=x.
(a2y I a3y

+a 	
4 -c15 ‘c).Y612/X=X,

(2.11)

where
t,

_ idA,
(11 = --eou 	  dx

dx
1,

12
,2 ___ ---00U2 j A1  dx

h

The same result for the non-finned segment may be obtained by the method
given in Ref. (1).
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dA
a3 . 20 U2 f - —

,
dxdx

A1 = ,..c

a, = —2e0Udx-1-(20U

z,
a, A,(x,„ —

r4[ bz(x)_r2+
x)

]
b2(

t,
dA,

dx

(2.12)

(2.13)

f

x) dx

r2 —.7-c

dx(xo—x)

r4
b2(x)2r2+1

b2(x) _I

it being assumed that on the finned segment the radius of the fuselage
is constant  (r =  const), xo = the coordinate of the centre of pressure
on the fins, l and 12 = the projection of the force and aft end of the
tail on the x-axis, respectively. Hence, the simplified equation of lateral
vibration takes the form

62 ( 02y , a3y 03y
— EJ i t] 	 )+0 U2A 


Ox2 dx2dt d.v2

2y dA ay dA ay

+2e0UA 	 -hooy +Nudxdt  dx dx dx  61.

+ [ oo-Fe*(x)] A
Ot2

-6(x—x0)F,=  0 (2.14)

where A is expressed according to the Eq. (2.5') for the entire length of
the rocket.

3. General Solution of the Problem

Let us consider now the general accurate method for constructing
the solution of the problem just stated. We shall start from the Eq. (2.9)
and then we shall show the application of this method to the solution
of the Eq. (2.14).

The Eq. (2.9) should, in principle, be replaced by two, as the mathe-
matical expression of the coefficients of the equation changes considerably
if we pass to the finned segment. However, from the point of view of
computation it is convenient to replace the coefficients with a single
expression for the entire length of the rocket, by means of approximate
functions.

Then, if the solution of the Eq. (2.9) is assumed in the form

y (x, t) =  eta"X(x)  (3.1)
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it will become

[EJX" (1+ inco)]" d-(P+ eoti2A) x" (2e,UAko+
4-e0U2A'-HP')X'+[(20UA'iw—(e0± (x))Aw9X =  0 (3.2)

This equation may be written thus

X' v +a,(x)X " +a,(x)X"±a3(x)X' ±a4(x)X =  0 (3.3)

where the coefficients  ai(x)  will be obtained by confrontation with the
Eq. (3.2).

The solution of the problem will be realized thus. We shall reduce our
equation to a Volterra integral equation of the 2-nd kind. This will be
done in two ways. In the first, general, arbitrary continuous coefficients
ai(x)  will be assumed.

In the second the coefficients will be assumed in the form of polynomials
of an arbitrary degree which enables, by applying the Laplace integral
transformation, the obtainment of a particularly simple kernel.

The problem is treated as an initial parameter problem in relation to
x, assuming  X, X', X", X " ,  to be known for x = 0. Two of these param-
eters are really known  [X"(0)  = r"(0) = 0], the other two are not.
Soh ing the Volterra integral equation by means of the resolving kernel
and arranging the solution in terms of the remaining two constants we
make use for their determination of the remaining two boundary condi-
tions for x =  Ï.

Setting equal to zero the determinant of the system of equations for
the two remaining initial parameters we obtain the characteristic equation.

Assuming co in the complex form

(0 = a +  it3  (3.4)

we seek for the equation for  /3 =  0 and determine, from the principle
of argument the flutter velocity.

With such a statement of the problem the boundary conditions for
x =  I  are such

X"(l) = X " (I) =  0 (3.5)

We proceed now to reduce the Eq. (3.3) to a Volterra integral equation.
Denoting the initial values by

X(0) =  A

X'(0) = B

X " (0) = X " (0) =  0 (3.6)

the Eq. (3.3) may be reduced to the following Volterra integral equation

K(x, $)T()cl  =  f(x)  (3.7)
o

58*
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where

cl4X
DnX = = (x)

dx1

Hence

=  f (f($)d
0

D-479 =
—3 !$)3

(e) d$
o

therefore

d3X d2X
dx3
	 = D-1

dx2
tr ; 	 = D-293

dX
= B±D-3(p; X = A±Bx+ D-4 97

dx

Substituting (3.10) in the Eq. (3.3), use being made of (3.9) and (3.6)
we obtain for the kernel  K(x, $)  and  f(x)  the following expressions

4

K(x,$) = Y a (x) (x 
 (3.11)

	

f(x) = (A + Bx)a4(x)+ Aa,(x)  (3.12)

The function  X(x)  will be obtained from (3.10).

The Eq. (3.3) may be reduced to a Volterra equation of a simpler form
if the coefficients of the equation are assumed in the form of polynomials
which is usually done in practice.

If the coefficients  a1(x)  are assumed in the form of polynomials, the
Eq. (3.3) takes the form

(a0+ X akXk)Xlv+ (flo+ I fikxk)X " ± C'o+Y ykx0X"+
k 1 k 1 k 1

(vo+ X vkxk) + (go+ ttk-Ick)X =  0 (3.13)
k 1 k 1

where the constant coefficients are complex, in general. In order to pre-
serve the polynomial form of the coefficients the equation is not divided
by the coefficient of Xiv as was done in the former method.

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)
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Applying the Laplace transformation to (3.13) and bearing in mind
that

dmX(p)
L{.1cm X(x)} = (-1)m   dp . (3.14)

where

CO

L{y} = f e-Pxy(x)dx (3.15)
6

the Eq. (3.13) may be reduced (by making use of the initial parameters
(3.6)) to the form

cto(Xp4—p3A—p2B)±  7  Oka,   dd;  (Xp —  3A—p2B)+
kA7'1

fl0(XP3—P2A—PB)± k  1 (-1)kflk-dkk (XP3— p2A —p /3) +
 dp

dk
- Ho Or  —PA Wyk (p— pA—B)d—

k = 1 aPk

dk dkX
v,(Xp—A)-1- y (_okvk  de +120X+ 	 duk

dp
k =

k 1

or, after rearrangement,

d"X d" -IX
an d-a„_   aoX H(P)

dp„

lr

Hence

H(p) a(p) a(p)  1r,
ao(P) ao(P)  ao(p)

a„, are, in general, fourth order polynomials in p depending addi-
tionally of the initial parameters A, B. Assuming, that a, has single roots,
the free term and the coefficients of the derivatives in (3.18) may be ex-
panded thus

4 4
H(p) v kr a,(p) bV b  1 


(3.19)
ao(P) P—Pr ao(p) jr PPr

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)
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Since, due the transformation law of a convolution, we have

L _1  ai(p) diX(p)
4

ao(p) dp Ç — L-1 I ± Pb2Prr)  didXP-11

4

= CjX(C)ePr(x-4) de+ (—1)ixiX (x)b1 , ( 3.20)
--- 1 0

therefore the inverse transform of the Eq. (3.18) can be represented di-
rectly in the form

X (x) = f(x) -1- I K (x, E) X (C) de (3.21)
O

where

f(x) =

4

c el'rx
r 1

1 — b yi
- 0

(3.22)

K(x, C)

4
\-b jr eieP, (x-4)

(3.23)
1_ y 1 ybox

The Eq. (3.21) is the sought for Volterra integral equation of the second
kind, of which the solution has the form

X (x) = f(x) (x , s)f(s) ds (3.24)

	

Km(x, s) = K(X, s) dE (3.25)
O

I I (x— C)I < M and fM f (s) cis=

the absolute error of the n-th approximation to the solution (3.24) will
be obtained from the equation

where

If

ZIX <
(Mlyn-1

xeMt —
„



(rn — 1) !m = 1

(3.26)
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After determination the function X(x) either from (3.1) by means of (3.8)
or from (3.21) by means of (3.24) we must arrange the obtained solution
in relation to A and B.

X (x) = AR,(x,U, co)± BR,(x,U,(o)  (3.27)

Then, using the two remaining boundary conditions (3.5) we obtain the
characteristic determinant of the problem

(I,U,w);

R;"(/,  U,(o);

R;' (I,U,co)

I?;" (1,U,co)
= (3.28)0

Hence, by the method described above, assuming (o in the form (3.4)
the critical velocity is calculated.

In the case where the coefficients of the equations cannot be expressed
by a single relation for the entire rocket, the Eq. (3.3) must be split up
into two parts, the contact conditions being used.

The case of the Eq. (2.14) is similar. We shall describe in brief the solu-
tion method of the Eq. (2.14).

With a certain change of the contact conditions it will be preserved
in the case of necessity of splitting up the equation (3.3) into two.

Assuming (3.1) and rearranging, the Eq. (2.14) cane be written thus

X' +a,(x)X " + a2(x) X " + a,(x) X' + a4(x) X




[b1X (x0)+ b, X'(xo)] 6 (x x0) (3.29)

This equation will be split up into two

v+a1(x)X"'+a2(x)X"+63(x)X'+64(x)X„‹0=  0




where

=  0 (3.30)

X1 - I x •




The boundary conditions are




X"(0) = X " (0) = 0 ;X;:(0) = Xr(0) = 0




(3.31)

[EJX"rx-xo+[EdaT ]x,i---xo = b1X(x 0)d-b2[X1=x0

[EJX"lx=x0=

[X lx„.= 0




X(x0) = X1(1—x0)




(3.32)

If, according to the above method, the equations (3.30) are reduced, each
one in its own coordinate system, to Volterra integral equations, the
method of initial parameters being used, two parametersA and B (accord-
ing to notations analogous to (3.6)) will remain undetermined in the
equation for x after using the conditions (3.31), as well as the parameters
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A,  and  B,  in the equation for x1. Solving both Volterra equations and
rearranging in relation to  A, B, A1, B1,  we can obtain the characteristic
determinant, on the basis of the conditions (3.32). Then, the solution
is continued as before. In the case where the coefficients in the Eq. (3.3)
have different expressions in different parts of the fuselage, the solution
is analogous, except that  b,  and b, in the boundary conditions (3.32)
should be made zero.

The above solution is a general theoretical solution of the problem and
enables us to obtain approximate solutions with any degree of accuracy.
However, in practical computations it requires a considerable labour
and is useful only if high speed computers are available.

Much simpler solutions, although without the possibility of appraisal
of the accuracy of results, may be obtained by means of the approximate
method to be considered below.

4. Approximate Method

The approximate method for solving the Eq. (2.9) is based on the modi-
fied Galerkin method.

The solution is assumed in the form

= d0(()Y0-ha1(();'1-f- (4.1)

where

a(t) — are functions of time not yet determined

i  = 0,1, n

Yo = 1 — characterises the rigid displacement of the rocket

= (x—"c„) — characterises the rigid rotation of the rocket
about the gravity centre xcg

_KA) — eigenfunctions of vibration for the rocket treated
j  = 2,3, ..., n as a free beam with boundary conditions

y"(0) = y—(0) = y"(I) = y—(1) = 0

where y, is the first harmonic.

The equation of free vibration of a beam
a2 a2ym

EJ —A(x)e*Wailymax2 ax2

in = 2, ..., n

enables us to determine the eigenvalues coif,.
The eigenfunctions satisfy the orthogonality condition

	

A(x)@*(x)yiy1dx
i j

o
0 i = j, i,j = 0, 1, ...,n,

(4.2)

(4.3)
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Substituting (4.1) in (2.14) and using (4.2) we obtain, the damping being
disregarded for simplicity,

AO.* [a2a1Y2+ a3a4y3+ anco,2, yn] = —A (NH- t?*)(4,'.y0+
+c4 cr„' y n)-220UA (4y,;+

00 AU2(aoyti' -I a +a„.Y;:)—eoU ddAx (Viy 0-i-aly1+

dA
NU= -d—x(a0).',+alyi+ a)+ (x— xo)F, (4.4)

The prime denoting the time derivative of a(t) or x — derivative of y.

Let us apply to the Eq. (4.4) the modified Galerkin's orthogonality
condition. Multiplying (4.4) by each succesive yi (i = 0,1,...,n), integrating
from 0 to Z and remembering that the integral of the Dirac function
multiplied by a given function gives its particular values, we obtain, use
being made of the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions (4.3), the fol-
lowing system of equations.

0 = — co—  [d01-Fa2(.Y1Y0)x ,-kas (.//i.Y0)x = xol [ (e01± +
j=0 j-0

	

+a1(yd')x=,,+a4(.1/iY0)x =j a — [•U2(foi-Fh)H-a3(.6Yo).-
=0

O = [d11-Fa2(Yiyi)x= xod- as(Yfyl),c [U(eli+gi.i)+
j —0

- I- at (3)1.1'1)x x0+a4(.3''; .Y1)x = — [

•

U2(Ai hi1)+ a3 (y; j'1)x = xol
j =0

a2w2c2 c.,— Y [d2J-h-a4Y;y2h=x,+
i=0

ti
a5(.1); y2),, =  .Y [u(e21+g21)+a1(yiy2),,=,-I-a4(Yiy2)x

j= 0

— [ U2 (f2i h21)-1- a3(Yi' .Y2)x = xol
j

q ,c„ — [c1 11 xo
jO

a5 (y YOx x Y (e,q-I-g0+ = xo d-a40/i.Y.)x xo]di+
j= 0

(4.5)—  [U2(fni  +h„;)+0130/iY0x  ,„1a1
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where

Ci AQ*))7dx

d =0 J Ay1ydx 

= Zoo I Ayiyi'dx

fi  = o J Ayjy dx
0

C dA y.dx

g ii J dx
n

0

r  d A
hi; =  eoJ d  Y,Y; dx

0x

(4.6)

The solution of the Eq. (4.5.) is sought in the form

an= Bne' (4.7)

then, we obtain from (4.5)

0 = {Co B0 + [doi +a2(YjY0)x=x, +Ct5(YjY0)x=xo  1Bj} — 2 X[U(e0J+

	

J=0 j= 0

+g0 1)-Fa1(yjy0)x=x0 +a4 (y/j.Yo)x=xo 1B1— X[U2V014-hoJ)-Faa(4Yo)x-x.]Bi,
J=o

O  = —22{c1B1+ >1[dij- 1- (12  (yjyi)x-x, ±(15(Y.;Yi)x=x01B1)-2 f [u(e1J+
j- 0 j= 0

,t
---Fg11)+(-11(y1y1)x-x. Fa4(.Y.; Y1)x-xo]B; Y[L12(f11+1711)+a3(y; Y1)x-xo JB

(4.8)

	

o4c2 = —A2{c2 B2 [d2i+ (12(Yil'Ox-xo

-Ects(y.;y2)x=x.lB)—A I[Ve21+g0+a1(yiy2)x-xo +a4(Y.i.Y2),,=„.1B1+
J=0

— V [U2(f21-l-h21)-ka3(y;y2)JB,
j= 0
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13„(9,1c„= —» fc„B„±
jo

j = 0

-- [U2(Li +10+ a3(), yn)x_ xj131 (4.8)

Assuming an appropriate finite number of terms n 3 (for a given degree
of accuracy) and solving the system (4.8) for 13i(j = 0, 1, n) the charac-
teristic equation of the 2n-th order enabling the determination of the
value of the roots in function of velocity is obtained.

The last value of velocity with ReAchanging sign from negative to posi-
tive is the flutter velocity.

5. Examples

Two numerical examples will be given below. The first for a deform-
able rocket with tail, the other—for a two-stage rocket with tail, com-
posed of two rigid parts connected elastically. In both cases the flutter velo-
city is found. The approximate method of §4 is used, with the purpose of
showing the order of magnitude of the flutter velocities.

The accurate solution can also be obtained, of course. It requires a con-
siderable labour, however. The verification of the approximate method
by means of the accurate method will be done separately.

r =0,375 m =const

-11 1.•

X

10=10 m

I =12 m

FIG. 2.

Example 1—Assuming the type of the rocket as shown at Fig. 2 the fol-
lowing numerical data are assumed

r = 0.375 m

A ----const = rr2

eo= 0.1 kG sec2/m4
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(..)* = 100 kG secZ/m1

EJ = 3 •  10G kGm2

1 =  12 m (5.1)

For the simplified equation (4.2) the eigenfunctions have the form

y (x)\ sin ki /— sh  k  • /.(cos ki x ch
1,71x) + sin k+i xsh  ki x  (5.2)

i chkil

where  kJ =  4.73 ;  k3I =  7.853.
Assuming for simplicity that xo = I
and taking n =  3 we obtain, after some computation, the following value
of critical velocity

U„ =  1945 m/sec (5.3)

Example  2—The rocket under consideration is a two-stage rocket com-
posed of two rigid stages elastically connected, the coefficient of elastic
joint being  K.  The numerical data will be those of the  Example I. The
notations and the scheme of the rocket are shown at Fig. 3.

2 m
lm

r=0,375m =const.

11=5m 12=5m

1=12 m

X

FIG. 3.

The equations of vibration take, by the Eq. (3.14), the form

,

	

x2/—(12)Y"-k— ai).V-Fx2--Ti —xi- - --x2—a2/2—a5) 4T+2 2 2

(x1/2—ct1L,—a4) T'2+ (00U2A —a3)992 = °
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—" - F(K--e0U 2A11)q 1 +kn.
- 2

/2/2/2 2lo1,1 1 - 12
1e2

22Y
1

2 1 2 
 Tt+

,

6 T„2 ± XE (T2 (5U2 A6— K) 2 = 0
2 2

where

xi = 2(2„UA , = (i20- 2*)A (5.4)

The accurate solution of the characteristic equation for the system of
equations (5.4) gives, under the assumption

K = 1 • l05 kGm

the following critical value of velocity U„ = 998 m/sec.
For other rigidities K the flutter velocity varies proportionally to j K.

If K , there is no critical velocity.

6.  Conclusion

Solutions based on approximate methods for integrating the equations
of the problem are presented. These methods do not enable accurate
appraisal of the error. This may be obtained by means of the general
solution method described in §3. Examples verifying approximate solu-
tions are not given in the present paper and will be the object of sepa-
rate considerations.

It should be stated, in addition, that the aerodynamic part of the prob-
km is treated with a far going simplification. In the next stage of the
work this problem will be dealt with in greater detail, in particular from
the viewpoint of non-linear effects, interference between the fuselage
and the tail and nonsteady state flow.

The next problem suggested by the present considerations is that of
composite types of rocket vibration that is flexural- longitudinal- torsional
vibration and a motion along a curvilinear path.
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